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Based on OpenSceneGraph, osGraphX is a comprehensive application that provides you with a 3D file viewer. osGraphX supports OSG as input files, enabling you to preview 3D objects, view properties and statistics for the opened model, save position bookmarks, take snapshots and even create 3D posters and save them to your computer. Please download the latest version osGraphX-libs and set
the path to this package. Then, start osGraphX from the command line. The next step is to make a graph file for osGraphX to render. A graph file is an xml document that describes which nodes in a model are connected, and which properties are shared by all nodes of a model. A graph file is quite similar to the graph definition in Graphical Editor that represents a model. In osGraphX you can
create and edit a graph file using the interactive user interface. The graphical representation is scaled and it enables you to view the properties that are shared among nodes. You can select a node to use it as a base node for further editing. All nodes should be included in the graph definition, except the base node, because osGraphX starts with this base node. If you want to use the built-in video
renderer in osGraphX, you must create a video graph. In this graph you set the video file for the file renderer, the video file format and the video file options. osGraphX settings are saved and can be retrieved with the GetOsGraphXSettings() function. You can use this function in osGraphX's Interactive mode and at startup to get the settings. osGraphX is also able to render images using the built-in
paint renderer. You can use this renderer for saving 3D scene views. First, you should create a paint graph file and set the options for the paint renderer. osGraphX - Multi-threaded Rendering osGraphX is able to render 3D scene models using multiple rendering threads. This makes osGraphX much more responsive than the serialized version that is included in OpenSceneGraph. Using multiple
threads to render improves the performance, but it also increases the memory requirements. If you experience performance problems or the application is running out of memory, you should reduce the number of threads. The application stores the used memory for each thread in its own memory pool. There is also a
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* Use the right mouse button to move the camera, change the camera angle and zoom into the model. * * Left click to change the camera orientation and zoom in on the model. * * Right click to change the camera orientation and zoom out of the model. * Controls the model directly at the mouse position and scales the model proportionally to the mouse button. * Use the up and down keys to move
forward and backward in the scene. * Use the left and right keys to rotate the view. * Use the left and right mouse buttons to change the camera view. * Left click to move forward or backward. * * RIGHT click to turn around. * * SHIFT click to zoom in or out. * Use the arrows on the keyboard to navigate the model. * * * Right click to save the current mouse position as a 3D poster. * * * Use the
left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * Use the right mouse button to select and stamp the model. * * * Use the left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * Use the right mouse button to select and snap the model. * * * Use the left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * Use the right mouse button to select and stamp the model. * * * * Use the
left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * * Use the right mouse button to select and snap the model. * * * * Use the left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * * Use the right mouse button to select and snap the model. * * * * Use the left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * * Use the right mouse button to select and snap the model. * * * *
Use the left mouse button to start the snap/stamp functionality. * * * * Use the right mouse button to select and snap the model. * * * * Use 81e310abbf
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OsGraphX (2022)

osGraphX is a comprehensive application that provides you with a 3D file viewer. osGraphX supports OSG as input files, enabling you to preview 3D objects, view properties and statistics for the opened model, save position bookmarks, take snapshots and even create 3D posters and save them to your computer. Show list of applications running on the system. Description: listenv lists all the
applications running on your system. Create and view a 3D environment. Description: OSGViewer is a view-only 3D scene viewer. It displays models from the OSG Framework. The 3D scene can be modified by the user and the result will be rendered in real-time. Installation: The OpenSceneGraph installation can be obtained at: OSGViewer requires a simple installation on your system: sudo apt-
get install openjdk-7-jre OSGViewer will then be installed automatically. Requirements: For OSGViewer to run, the OpenSceneGraph framework is needed. For more information about this framework, visit Create and view a 3D environment. Description: OSGViewer is a view-only 3D scene viewer. It displays models from the OSG Framework. The 3D scene can be modified by the user and the
result will be rendered in real-time. Installation: The OpenSceneGraph installation can be obtained at: OSGViewer requires a simple installation on your system: sudo apt-get install openjdk-7-jre OSGViewer will then be installed automatically. Requirements: For OSGViewer to run, the OpenSceneGraph framework is needed. For more information about this framework, visit Build a 3D world
from scratch. Description: The objective of this program is to guide you through a series of tutorials that can help you quickly learn to build a 3D scene graph from scratch. The project allows you to work with a 3D scene graph composed of models, lights, cameras, textured surfaces, etc. It is based on OpenSceneGraph and OpenAL (extensible audio library). Installation: Download here:
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System Requirements For OsGraphX:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit (Windows 7 32-bit users will also be able to play the game) Windows 7 64-bit (Windows 7 32-bit users will also be able to play the game) CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent RAM: 4 GB 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or equivalent NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or equivalent Hard Drive: 16 GB available space 16 GB available
space Screen Resolution: 1280x800 1280x800 Monitor: 23" or larger,
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